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DISCRETE TOMOGRAPHY OF ICOSAHEDRAL MODEL SETSCHRISTIAN HUCKAbstrat. The disrete tomography of iosahedral model sets is investigated, with an em-phasis both on reonstrution and uniqueness problems. These are motivated by the requestof materials siene for the reonstrution of quasirystalline strutures from a small numberof images produed by quantitative high resolution transmission eletron mirosopy.
1. IntrodutionDisrete tomography is onerned with the inverse problem of retrieving information aboutsome disrete objet from (generally noisy) information about its inidenes with ertain querysets. A typial example is the reonstrution of a �nite point set from its line sums in a smallnumber of diretions. More preisely, a disrete, parallel X-ray, or X-ray for short, of a �nitesubset of Eulidean d-spae Rd in diretion u gives the number of points of the set on eahline in Rd parallel to u. This onept should not be misunderstood in the sense of di�rationtheory, where X-rays provide rather di�erent information on the underlying struture that isbased on statistial pair orrelations; ompare [9, 10, 16℄. In the lassial setting, motivatedby rystals, the positions to be determined live on the ubi lattie Z3 or, more generally,on an arbitrary lattie L in R3. Here, a subset S of Rd is said to live on a subgroup G ofRd when its di�erene set S − S := {s − s′ | s, s′ ∈ S} is a subset of G. In fat, many ofthe problems in disrete tomography have been studied on Z2, the lassial planar setting ofdisrete tomography; see [18℄, [15℄ and [14℄. In the longer run, by also having other struturesthan perfet rystals in mind, one has to take into aount wider lasses of sets, or at leastsigni�ant deviations from the lattie struture. As an intermediate step between periodi andrandom (or amorphous) Delone sets (de�ned below), we onsider systems of aperiodi order,more preisely, of so-alled model sets (or mathematial quasirystals), whih are ommonlyaepted as a good mathematial model for quasirystalline strutures in nature [32℄. Itis interesting to know whether these sets resemble latties as far as disrete tomography isonerned.The main motivation for our interest in the disrete tomography of model sets omes fromthe physial existene of quasirystals that an be desribed as aperiodi model sets togetherwith the demand of materials siene to reonstrut three-dimensional (quasi)rystals or planarlayers of them from their images under quantitative high resolution transmission eletronmirosopy (HRTEM) in a small number of diretions. In fat, in [21, 30℄ a tehnique isdesribed, based on HRTEM, whih an e�etively measure the number of atoms lying onlines parallel to ertain diretions; it is alled QUANTITEM (QUantitative ANalysis ofThe Information from Transmission Eletron Mirosopy). At present, the measurement ofthe number of atoms lying on a line an only be approximately ahieved for some rystals;1
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2 C. HUCKsee [21, 30℄. However, it is reasonable to expet that future developments in tehnology willimprove this situation.Whether or not one has future appliations in materials siene in mind, the starting pointwill always be a spei� struture model. This means that the spei� type of the (quasi)rystalis given (see [2, 31℄ for the onept), and one is onfronted with the X-ray data (i.e., the linesums as de�ned above) of an unknown �nite subset of it. This is the orret analogue ofstarting with translates of Z3 in the lassial three-dimensional setting.Using the dimensional hierarhy of model sets, i.e., the fat that any model set in d di-mensions an be slied into model sets of dimension d − 1, it will be shown how our earlierinvestigations of the disrete tomography of two-dimensional systems with aperiodi order anbe used to obtain the orreponding results in three dimensions. More preisely, we onsider thewell-known lass of iosahedral model sets Λ ⊂ R3 whih an be desribed in algebrai termsby using the iosian ring. It is a nie property that any iosahedral model sets an be sliedinto ylotomi model sets, whose disrete tomography we have studied earlier; see [3, 19, 20℄.When disussing inverse problems, it is important to distinguish between determinationand reonstrution. It was shown in [20, Theorem 3.33℄ that the algorithmi problem ofreonstruting �nite subsets of a large lass of iosahedral model sets Λ given X-rays in two Λ-diretions an be solved in polynomial time in the real RAM-model of omputation. Moreover,it was shown there hat the orresponding result is true for the two other algorithmi problems,i.e., onsisteny and uniqueness.In general, the above reonstrution problem of disrete tomography of iosahedral modelsets an possess rather di�erent solutions. This leads to the investigation of the orrespondinguniqueness problem, i.e., the (unique) determination of �nite subsets of a �xed iosahedralmodel set Λ by X-rays in a small number of suitably presribed diretions. For pratialreasons, only X-rays in Λ-diretions, i.e., diretions parallel to non-zero elements of the dif-ferene set Λ−Λ of Λ are reasonable. We say that a subset E of the set of all �nite subsets ofa �xed iosahedral model set Λ is determined by the X-rays in a �nite set U of diretions ifdi�erent sets F and F ′ in E have di�erent X-rays, i.e., if there is a diretion u ∈ U suh thatthe X-rays of F and F ′ in diretion u di�er.Without the restrition to Λ-diretions, one an prove that the �nite subsets of a �xediosahedral model set Λ an be determined by one X-ray (Proposition 6.1). In fat, it turnsout that any X-ray in a non-Λ-diretion is suitable for this purpose.Proposition 6.5 demonstrates that the �nite sets F of ardinality less than or equal to some
k ∈ N in a �xed iosahedral model set Λ are determined by any set of k+1 X-rays in pairwisenon-parallel Λ-diretions. However, it is also shown that any �xed number of X-rays in Λ-diretions is insu�ient to determine the entire lass of �nite subsets of a �xed iosahedralmodel set Λ (Proposition 6.3).In view of this, it is neessary to impose some restrition in order to obtain positive unique-ness results.As a �rst option, we restrit the set of �nite subsets of a �xed iosahedral model set Λ underonsideration, i.e., we onsider for every R > 0 the lass of bounded subsets of Λ with diameterless than R. Sine Λ is uniformly disrete, bounded subsets of Λ are �nite. It is shown that,for all R > 0 and for all iosahedral model sets Λ, there are two non-parallel presribed Λ-diretions suh that the bounded subsets of Λ with diameter less than R are determined, among



DISCRETE TOMOGRAPHY OF ICOSAHEDRAL MODEL SETS 3all suh subsets of Λ, by their X-rays in these diretions (Theorem 6.7). Moreover, even theorresponding results for orthogonal projetions on orthogonal omplements of 1-dimensionalsubspaes generated by elements of Λ − Λ hold; the multipliity information oming alongwith X-rays is not needed.As a seond option, we restrit the set of �nite subsets of a �xed iosahedral model set Λby onsidering the lass of onvex subsets of Λ. They are �nite sets C ⊂ Λ whose onvex hullsontain no new points of Λ, i.e., �nite sets C ⊂ Λ with C = conv(C) ∩ Λ. In Theorem 6.12,it is shown that there are four pairwise non-parallel presribed Λ-diretions suh that theonvex subsets of any iosahedral model set Λ are determined, among all onvex subsets of
Λ, by their X-rays in these diretions. It is further shown that three pairwise non-parallel
Λ-diretions never su�e for this purpose. We shall present sets of four Λ-diretions whihprovide uniqueness and yield images of rather high resolution in the quantitative HRTEM ofthe orresponding iosahedral model sets, the latter making these results look promising.As a third option, we onsider the interative tehnique of suessive determination inthe ase of iosahedral model sets. Here, the information from previous X-rays may beused in deiding the diretion for the next X-ray. It is shown that the �nite subsets ofany iosahedral model set Λ an be suessively determined by X-rays in two non-parallel
Λ-diretions (Theorem 6.14). Again, the orresponding results do even hold for orthogonalprojetions on orthogonal omplements of 1-dimensional subspaes generated by elements of
Λ− Λ; the multipliity information oming alsong with X-rays is again not needed.The rotational orientation of a (quasi)rystalline probe with iosahedral symetry in aneletron mirosope an rather easily be ahieved in the di�ration mode, prior to takingimages in the high-resolution mode. However, in general, a natural hoie of a translationalorigin is not possible. We believe that, in order to obtain appliable results, one has to dealwith this `non-anhored' ase, i.e., without knowing the exat position of the probe. We shallmeet this demand when dealing with both reonstrution and determination issues.2. Definitions and notationNatural numbers are always assumed to be positive, i.e., N = {1, 2, 3, . . . }. Throughoutthe text, we use the onvention that the symbol ⊂ inludes equality. We denote the norm inEulidean d-spae Rd by ‖ · ‖. The unit sphere in Rd is denoted by Sd−1, i.e.,

Sd−1 =
{

x ∈ Rd
∣∣∣ ‖x‖ = 1

}
.Moreover, the elements of Sd−1 are also alled diretions. For x ∈ Rd \ {0}, we denote by

ux the diretion x/‖x‖ ∈ Sd−1. If x ∈ R, then ⌊x⌋ denotes the greatest integer less than orequal to x. For r > 0 and x ∈ Rd, Br(x) is the open ball of radius r about x. For a subset
S ⊂ Rd, k ∈ N and R > 0, we denote by card(S), F(S), F≤k(S), D<R(S), int(S), cl(S),
bd(S), 〈S〉Z, 〈S〉Q, 〈S〉R, conv(S), diam(S) and 1S the ardinality, the set of �nite subsets,the set of �nite subsets of S having ardinality less than or equal to k, the set of subsets of Swith diameter less than R, interior, losure, boundary, Z-linear hull, Q-linear hull, R-linearhull, onvex hull, diameter and harateristi funtion of S, respetively. A linear subspae Tof Rd is alled an S-subspae if it is generated by elements of the di�erene set

S − S :=
{

s− s′
∣∣ s, s′ ∈ S

}



4 C. HUCKof S. A diretion u ∈ Sd−1 is alled an S-diretion if it is parallel to a non-zero element of
S − S. If T is a linear subspae of Rd, we denote the orthogonal projetion (with respet tothe anonial inner produt on Rd) of an element x of Rd on T by x|T . Moreover, we denotethe orthogonal projetion of a subset S of Rd on T by S|T . The orthogonal omplement of Tis denoted by T⊥. The symmetri di�erene of two sets A and B is A△B := (A\B)∪(B\A).A subset S of Rd is said to live on a subgroup G of Rd when its di�erene set S−S is a subsetof G. Obviously, this is equivalent to the existene of a suitable t ∈ Rd suh that S ⊂ t + G.De�nition 2.1. Let d ∈ N and let F ∈ F(Rd). Furthermore, let u ∈ Sd−1 be a diretionand let Ld

u be the set of lines in diretion u in Rd. Then, the (disrete parallel) X-ray of F indiretion u is the funtion XuF : Ld
u −→ N0 := N ∪ {0}, de�ned by

XuF (ℓ) := card(F ∩ ℓ ) =
∑

x∈ℓ

1F (x) .Moreover, the support (XuF )−1[N] of XuF , i.e., the set of lines in Ld
u whih pass through atleast one point of F , is denoted by supp(XuF ). For z ∈ Rd, we denote by ℓz

u the element of Ld
uwhih passes through z. Moreover, for S ⊂ Rd, we denote by LS

u the subset of Ld
u onsistingof all elements of the form ℓz

u, where z ∈ S, i.e., lines in Ld
u whih pass through at least onepoint of S.Lemma 2.2. [12, Lemma 5.1℄ Let d ≥ 2 and let u ∈ Sd−1 be a diretion. If F,F ′ ∈ F(Rd),then XuF = XuF ′ implies card(F ) = card(F ′). �De�nition 2.3. Let d ≥ 2, let U ⊂ Sd−1 be a �nite set of pairwise non-parallel diretions andlet F ∈ F(Rd). We de�ne the grid of F with respet to the X-rays in the diretions of U as

GF
U :=

⋂

u∈U




⋃

ℓ∈supp(XuF )

ℓ


 .The following property is immediate.Lemma 2.4. Let d ≥ 2. If U ⊂ Sd−1 is a �nite set of pairwise non-parallel diretions, thenfor all F,F ′ ∈ F(Rd), one has

(XuF = XuF ′ ∀u ∈ U) =⇒ F,F ′ ⊂ GF
U = GF ′

U .

�De�nition 2.5. Let d ≥ 2, let E ⊂ F(Rd), and let m ∈ N. Further, let U ⊂ Sd−1 be a �niteset of diretions and let T be a �nite set of 1-dimensional subspaes T of Rd.(a) We say that E is determined by the X-rays in the diretions of U if, for all F,F ′ ∈ E ,one has
(XuF = XuF ′ ∀u ∈ U) =⇒ F = F ′ .(b) We say that E is determined by the (orthogonal) projetions on the othogonal om-plements T⊥ of the subspaes T of T if, for all F,F ′ ∈ E , one has

(F |T⊥ = F ′|T⊥ ∀T ∈ T ) =⇒ F = F ′ .



DISCRETE TOMOGRAPHY OF ICOSAHEDRAL MODEL SETS 5() We say that E is suessively determined by the X-rays in the diretions of U , say
U = {u1, . . . , um}, if, for a given F ∈ E , these an be hosen indutively (i.e., thehoie of uj depending on all Xuk

F with k ∈ {1, . . . , j − 1}) suh that, for all F ′ ∈ E ,one has
(XuF ′ = XuF ∀u ∈ U) =⇒ F ′ = F .(d) We say that E is suessively determined by the (orthogonal) projetions on the othog-onal omplements T⊥ of the subspaes T of T , say T = {T1, . . . , Tm}, if, for a given

F ∈ E , these an be hosen indutively (i.e., the hoie of Tj depending on all F |T⊥
kwith k ∈ {1, . . . , j − 1}) suh that, for all F ′ ∈ E , one has

(F |T⊥ = F ′|T⊥ ∀T ∈ T ) =⇒ F = F ′ .(e) We say that E is determined (resp., suessively determined) by m X-rays if thereis a set U of m pairwise non-parallel diretions suh that E is determined (resp.,suessively determined) by the X-rays in the diretions of U .(f) We say that E is determined (resp., suessively determined) by m (orthogonal) pro-jetions on orthogonal omplements of 1-dimensional subspaes if there is a set T of mpairwise non-parallel 1-dimensional subspaes of Rd suh that E is determined (resp.,suessively determined) by the (orthogonal) projetions on the othogonal omple-ments T⊥ of the subspaes T of T .Remark 2.6. Let d ≥ 2 and let E ⊂ F(Rd). Note that if E is determined by a set of X-rays (resp., projetions), then E is also suessively determined by the same X-rays (resp.,projetions).De�nition 2.7. For d ∈ N, onsider the Eulidean d-spae, Rd. A homothety h : Rd −→ Rdis given by z 7−→ λz + t, where λ ∈ R is positive and t ∈ Rd. A homothety is alled adilatation if t = 0. Further, we all a homothety expansive if λ > 1.The following property is straight-forward.Lemma 2.8. Let d ≥ 2 and let h : Rd −→ Rd be a homothety and let U ⊂ Sd−1 be a �nite setof diretions. Then, if F and F ′ are elements of F(Rd) with the same X-rays in the diretionsof U , the sets h[F ] and h[F ′] also have the same X-rays in the diretions of U . �De�nition 2.9. Let d ∈ N and let S ⊂ Rd. A �nite subset C of S is alled a onvex subset of
S if its onvex hull ontains no new points of S, i.e., if the equation C = conv(C) ∩ S holds.Moreover, the set of all onvex subsets of S is denoted by C(S).From now on, τ will denote the golden ratio, i.e., τ = (1 +

√
5)/2. Note that τ is analgebrai integer (a root of X2 − X − 1 ∈ Z[X]) of degree 2 over Q. Moreover, one hasZ[τ ] = {a + bτ | a, b ∈ Z}, whih is the ring of integers in the real quadrati number �eldQ(

√
5) = Q(τ); f. [17℄. 3. Iosahedral model sets3.1. De�nition and properties of iosahedral model sets. Let H be the skew �eld ofHamiltonian quaternions, i.e.,H = {a + bi + cj + dk | a, b, c, d ∈ R} ,



6 C. HUCKa 4-dimensional vetor spae over R with a non-ommutative multipliation determined by
i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1 .The onjugate of α = a+ bi+ cj +dk ∈ H is de�ned by ᾱ = a− bi− cj−dk, the redued normby nr(α) = αᾱ = a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 and the redued trae by tr(α) = α+ ᾱ = 2a. Moreover, weshall sometimes all Re(α) := a ∈ R the real part and Im(α) := (b, c, d)t ∈ R3 the imaginarypart of α. Let H0 be the set of quaternions with real part 0, i.e.,H0 := {α ∈ H | tr(α) = 0} = {bi + cj + dk | b, c, d ∈ R} ∼= R3 .The iosian ring I (f. [7, 23℄) is the additive subgroup of H that is given by the integer linearombinations of the quaternions

(
(±1, 0, 0, 0)t

)A
, 1

2

(
(±1,±1,±1,±1)t

)A
, 1

2

(
(0,±1,±τ ′, τ)t

)A
,where we identify H with R4 via the basis {1, i, j, k} and, as in [8, Chapter 8℄, the supersript

A indiates that all even permutations of the oordinates are allowed. Moreover, τ ′ arisesfrom τ via the unique non-trivial Galois automorphism .′ on Q(τ) (given by √5 7−→ −
√

5),i.e., τ ′ = −1/τ = 1− τ . The members of I are alled iosians. Note that I is a ring, beausethese generators (whih have redued norm 1) form a multipliative group, the iosian group,of order 120. Note further that I is also a free Z[τ ]-module of rank 4. In fat, I is a maximalorder of the quaternion algebra H(Q(τ)) over Q(τ), de�ned asH(Q(τ)) = {a + bi + cj + dk | a, b, c, d ∈ Q(τ)} ;see [6℄. The set I0 := Im[I ∩ H0] ⊂ R3of `pure imaginary' iosians is generated as an additive group by the elements
(
(±1, 0, 0)t

)A
, 1

2

(
(±1,±τ ′,±τ)t

)A
,where the supersript A is de�ned as above. Consider the standard body entred iosahedralmoduleMB of quasirystallography, de�ned as

MB :=
〈{

(2, 0, 0)t, (1, 1, 1)t, (τ, 0, 1)t
}〉Z[τ ]

=
〈{

(0, 2, 0)t, (−1,−τ ′, τ)t, (1, 1, 1)t
}〉Z[τ ]

=

{
(β, γ, δ)t

∣∣∣∣
β, γ, δ ∈ Z[τ ], with
τ2β + τγ + δ ≡ 0 (mod 2)

}
.

(1)One has Im[I] = 1
2MB and, further, I0 = 1

2MF, where MF is the standard fae entrediosahedral module of quasirystallography, de�ned as
MF :=

{
(β, γ, δ)t

∣∣∣∣
β, γ, δ ∈ Z[τ ], with
β ≡ τγ ≡ τ2δ (mod 2)

}
,

=
{
(β, γ, δ)t ∈MB |β + γ + δ ≡ 0 (mod 2)} ,

=
〈{

(2, 0, 0)t, (τ + 1, τ, 1)t, (0, 0, 2)t
}〉Z[τ ]

4⊂ MB ⊂ R3 ,

(2)



DISCRETE TOMOGRAPHY OF ICOSAHEDRAL MODEL SETS 7where MF 4⊂ MB denotes the fat that MF is a subgroup of index 4 in MB; see [1℄ andreferenes therein. Both MB and MF are free Z[τ ]-modules of rank 3, and are hene Z-modules of rank 6. Moreover, both MB and MF have iosahedral symmetry, i.e., they areinvariant under the ation of the rotation group Y . This group is generated by the rotationswhih are given, with respet to the anonial basis, by the following matries


−1 0 0
0 −1 0

0 0 1


 ,

1

2




τ −1 −τ ′

1 −τ ′ −τ

−τ ′ τ 1


 .(3)Note that Y is the rotation group of the regular iosahedron entred at the origin 0 ∈ R3with orientation suh that eah oordinate axis passes through the mid-point of an edge, thusoiniding with 2-fold axes of the iosahedron. Moreover, the matrix on the left (resp., on theright) is an order 2 (resp., order 5) rotation. We let

.⋆ : Im[I] −→ R3 ,

α 7−→ α⋆ ,be the map de�ned by applying the onjugation .′ to eah oordinate of α. Clearly, the map .⋆is a monomorphism of Abelian groups. We shall denote by .−⋆ the inverse of its o-restrition
.⋆ : Im[I] −→ Im[I]⋆ to the image. Furthermore, let the map

.̃ : Im[I] −→ R3 ×R3be given by
α 7−→ (α,α⋆) .Note that the image Ĩm[I] is a lattie in R3 ×R3 ∼= R6 and, moreover, that it has a naturalinterpretation as a weight lattie of type D∗

6 ; f. [7, 8℄ for bakground.This provides the following ut and projet sheme, where π and πint denote the anonialprojetions.(4) π πintR3 ←− R3 ×R3 −→ R3

∪ dense ∪ lattie ∪ dense1�1 1�1
Im[I] ←→ Ĩm[I] ←→ Im[I]⋆Remark 3.1. Similarly, I0 gives rise to a ut and projet sheme, where the lattie Ĩ0 inR3 ×R3 has a natural interpretation as a root lattie of type D6; f. [7, 8℄ again. Note alsothat there is another Z-module of rank 6, intermediate betweenMF andMB, whih also hasiosahedral symmetry. This isMP, de�ned as

MP :=
{
(β, γ, δ)t ∈MB |β + γ + δ ≡ 0 or τ (mod 2)} .In ontrast to MF and MB, MP fails to be a Z[τ ]-module. In fat, MP is a Z[2τ ]-moduleonly, and it is a Z-module of rank 6.



8 C. HUCKDe�nition 3.2. Given any subset W ⊂ R3 with ∅ 6= int(W ) ⊂ W ⊂ cl(int(W )) and
cl(int(W )) ompat, a so-alled window, and any t ∈ R3, we obtain a three-dimensionalmodel set, a so-alled iosahedral model set,

Λico(t,W ) := t + Λico(W )relative to the above ut and projet sheme (4) by setting
Λico(W ) := {α ∈ Im[I] |α⋆ ∈W} .Moreover, π[R3] (resp., πint[R3]) is alled the physial (resp., internal) spae. The map

.⋆ : Im[I] −→ R3, as de�ned above, is the so-alled star map of Λ(t,W ). Further, we denoteby I the set of all iosahedral model sets and de�ne Ig as the subset of I onsisting of all generiiosahedral model sets, i.e., iosahedral model sets Λico(t,W ) satisfying bd(W )∩ Im[I]⋆ = ∅.Additionally, for a window W ⊂ R3, the elements of the subset
{Λico(t, τ + W ) | t, τ ∈ R3} ∩ Igof Ig are alled Ig(W )-sets.Remark 3.3. Note that, if W ⊂ R3 is a window, then every translate of it, i.e., τ +W , where

τ ∈ R3, is a window as well.Remark 3.4. We refer the reader to [22, 24℄ for details and related general settings, andto [5℄ for general bakground. Let us reall some properties of iosahedral model sets. Setting
Λ := Λico(t,W ) ⊂ R3, one has that Λ is a Delone set in R3 (i.e., Λ is both uniformly disreteand relatively dense) and has �nite loal omplexity (i.e., Λ − Λ is losed and disrete). Infat, Λ is even a Meyer set (i.e., Λ is a Delone set and Λ− Λ is uniformly disrete); ompare[22℄. Further, Λ is an aperiodi model set, i.e., Λ has no translational symmetries. Moreover,if Λ is regular (meaning that the boundary ∂W has Lebesgue measure 0 in R3), Λ is purepoint di�rative (f. [29℄); if Λ is generi, Λ is repetitive; see [29℄. If Λ is regular, the frequenyof repetition of �nite pathes is well de�ned (f. [28℄) and, moreover, if Λ is both generi andregular, and, if a suitable translate of the window W has full iosahedral symmetry (i.e., if asuitable translate of the window W is invariant under the ation of the group Y ⋆

h of order 120,where Y ⋆
h := Y ⋆ ∪̇(−Y ⋆) and Y ⋆ is the group of rotations of order 60 generated by the twomatries that arise from the two matries in (3) by applying the onjugation .′ to eah entry),then Λ has full iosahedral symmetry Yh := Y ∪̇(−Y ) in the sense of symmetries of LI-lasses,meaning that a disrete struture has a ertain symmetry if the original and the transformedstruture are loally indistinguishable (LI); see [2℄ for details. Typial examples are balls andsuitably oriented versions of the iosahedron, the dodeahedron, the rhombi triaontahedron(the latter also known as Kepler's body) and its dual, the iosidodeahedron.3.2. Cylotomi model sets as planar setions of iosahedral model sets. In thissetion, we demonstrate that iosahedral model sets Λ an be niely `slied' into ylotomimodel sets, where the slies are translates of the hyperplane in R3 orthogonal to the vetor

(τ, 0, 1)t. The latter observation will be ruial, sine it brings us later into the position touse our results in [3, 19℄ on the disrete tomography of ylotomi model sets, slie by slie.De�nition 3.5. Let (a, b, c)t ∈ R3 \{0}. We use H(a,b,c) to denote the hyperplane in R3 thatis the orthogonal omplement of the line R(a, b, c)t, i.e.,
H(a,b,c) :=

(R(a, b, c)t
)⊥

.



DISCRETE TOMOGRAPHY OF ICOSAHEDRAL MODEL SETS 9Lemma 3.6. The following equations hold:(a) Im[I] ∩ H(τ,0,1) =
〈
(0, 1, 0)t, 1

2(−1,−τ ′, τ)t
〉Z[τ ]

.(b) [
Im[I] ∩ H(τ,0,1)

]⋆
= [Im[I]]⋆ ∩ H(τ ′,0,1).Proof. Part (a) follows from Equation (1) and the relation Im[I] = 1

2MB. Part (b) followsfrom part (a) in onjuntion with the identity ((τ, 0, 1)t)⋆ = (τ ′, 0, 1)t. �De�nition 3.7. Let ζ5 := e2πi/5, a primitive 5th root of unity in C.(a) We denote by Φ the R-linear map Φ: H(τ,0,1) −→ C, de�ned by
r(0, 1, 0)t + s1

2(−1,−τ ′, τ)t 7−→ r + s ζ5 .(b) We denote by Φ⋆ the R-linear map Φ⋆ : H(τ ′,0,1) −→ C, de�ned by
r(0, 1, 0)t + s1

2(−1,−τ, τ ′)t 7−→ r + s ζ3
5 .Remark 3.8. Note that H(τ,0,1), H(τ ′,0,1) and C are two-dimensional Eulidean vetor spaes,the �rst and the seond one with respet to the inner produt indued by the anonial innerprodut on R3, and the third one with respet to the anonial inner produt on R2 ∼= C.Further, Φ and Φ⋆ preserve these inner produts, the latter being equivalent to the fat that

Φ and Φ⋆ are isometries of Eulidean vetor spaes. More onretely, one has the identities
‖r(0, 1, 0)t + s1

2(−1,−τ ′, τ)t‖ = |r + s ζ5| =
√

r2 + s2 − rsτ ′and
‖r(0, 1, 0)t + s1

2(−1,−τ, τ ′)t‖ = |r + s ζ3
5 | =

√
r2 + s2 − rsτ .In partiular, Φ and Φ⋆ are bijetions. Moreover, if one identi�es C with the xy-plane in R3in the anonial way, Φ (resp., Φ⋆) has a unique extension to a diret rigid motion of R3, i.e.,an element of the speial orthogonal group SO(3,R). Additionally, it is well known that Z[ζ5]is the ring of integers in the 5th ylotomi �eld Q(ζ5), an algebrai number �eld of degree

4 over Q; f. [33, Proposition 1.2℄. The ring Z[ζ5] also is a Z[τ ]-module of rank two; morepreisely, one has Z[ζ5] = Z[τ ] +Z[τ ]ζ5. Sine ζ3
5 is also a primitive 5th root of unity, one hasthe equality Z[ζ5] = Z[ζ3

5 ] = Z[τ ] + Z[τ ]ζ3
5 .Lemma 3.9. Via restrition, the map Φ indues an isomorphism of rank two Z[τ ]-modules

Im[I] ∩ H(τ,0,1) Φ−→ Z[ζ5] .Likewise, the map Φ⋆ indues an isomorphism of rank two Z[τ ]-modules
[Im[I]]⋆ ∩ H(τ ′,0,1) Φ⋆

−→ Z[ζ5] .Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 3.6 and Remark 3.8. �Corollary 3.10. The set
BIm[I] :=

{
1
2(1, 1, 1)t, τ

2 (1, 1, 1)t, (0, 1, 0)t, 1
2(−1,−τ ′, τ)t,

1
2(τ ′,−τ, 1)t, 1

2 (−τ ′,−τ,−1)t
}

.is simultaneously a Z-basis of Im[I] and a Q-basis of 〈Im[I]〉Q = Q Im[I] = (Q(τ))3.



10 C. HUCKProof. First, observe that one has the equalities
Φ((0, 1, 0)t) = 1 , Φ(1

2(−1,−τ ′, τ)t) = ζ5 , Φ(1
2(τ ′,−τ, 1)t) = ζ2

5and Φ(1
2(−τ ′,−τ,−1)t) = ζ3

5 . Then, the fat that BIm[I] is simultaneously a Z-basis of Im[I]and a Q-basis of 〈Im[I]〉Q = Q Im[I] follows immediately from Lemma 3.9 and Equation (1)in onjuntion with the fat that the set {1, ζ5, ζ
2
5 , ζ3

5} is simultaneously a Z-basis of the Z-module Z[ζ5] and a Q-basis of Q(ζ5) = 〈Z[ζ5]〉Q = QZ[ζ5]. The equality (Q(τ))3 = 〈Im[I]〉Qthen follows immediately from the obvious inlusion 〈Im[I]〉Q ⊂ (Q(τ))3 in onjuntion withthe fat that both sets are 6-dimensional vetor spaes over Q. �Proposition 3.11. Let Λico(t,W ) be an iosahedral model set. Then, for every α ∈ Im[I],one has the identity
Φ

[(
Λico(t,W ) ∩

(
t + α + H(τ,0,1)

))
− t− α

]
=

{
z ∈ Z[ζ5]

∣∣∣ z⋆5 ∈Wα

}
,where .⋆5 is the Galois automorphism in the Galois group G(Q(ζ5)/Q) of the Galois extensionQ(ζ5)/Q of Q, de�ned by ζ5 7−→ ζ3

5 and
Wα := Φ⋆

[(
W ∩

(
α⋆ + H(τ ′,0,1)

))
− α⋆

]
.(5)Proof. First, onsider Φ(λ), where λ ∈ (Λico(t,W )∩ (t + α + H(τ,0,1)))− t−α. It follows that

λ ∈ Im[I] ∩ H(τ,0,1) and (α + λ)⋆ = α⋆ + λ⋆ ∈ W . Lemma 3.9 implies that Φ(λ) ∈ O5, say
Φ(λ) = β + γζ5 for suitable β, γ ∈O5. One an now easily verify that

(
Φ(λ)

)⋆5 = β′ + γ′ζ3
5 = Φ⋆(λ⋆) ∈Wα .Conversely, suppose that z ∈ Z[ζ5] satis�es z⋆5 ∈ Wα. Then, there are suitable β, γ ∈ Z[τ ]suh that z = β + γζ5 and, onsequently, z⋆5 = β′ + γ′ζ3

5 ∈ Wα. By de�nition of Wα, onehas z⋆5 = Φ⋆(λ), where λ ∈ H(τ ′,0,1) satis�es α⋆ + λ ∈ W . Clearly, there are r, s ∈ R suhthat λ = r(0, 1, 0)t + s1
2(−1,−τ, τ ′)t, whene Φ⋆(λ) = r + sζ3

5 . The linear independene of
1 and ζ3

5 over R now implies that r = β and s = γ, so that λ ∈ Im[I]⋆. Moreover, one has
λ−⋆ ∈ (Λico(t,W ) ∩ t + α + H(τ,0,1)) − t− α and Φ(λ−⋆) = β + γζ5 = z. This ompletes theproof. �Corollary 3.12. Let Λico(t,W ) be an iosahedral model set. Then, for every α ∈ Im[I], theset

Φ
[(

Λico(t,W ) ∩
(
t + α + H(τ,0,1)

))
− t− α

](6)is a subset of a ylotomi model set.Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 3.11 in onjuntion with the de�nition ofylotomi model sets; see [3, 19℄. �Remark 3.13. In the ase of generi iosahedral model sets with, e.g., polytopal or ball-shaped windows, the set in (6) is either empty or a ylotomi model set with window Wα (inthis situation, Wα is indeed a window) as de�ned in (5); f. Proposition 3.11.Sine we want to use our results on the disrete tomography of ylotomi model sets [3, 19℄,Proposition 3.11 and Corollary 3.12 suggest the following de�nition.De�nition 3.14. The Im[I]-diretions in S2 ∩H(τ,0,1) are alled Im[I](τ,0,1)-diretions.



DISCRETE TOMOGRAPHY OF ICOSAHEDRAL MODEL SETS 113.3. The translation module of iosahedral model sets. Let us now establish an impor-tant result on a relation between iosahedral model sets and their underlying module Im[I].De�nition 3.15. We denote by mτ the O5-module endomorphism of Im[I], given by multipli-ation by τ , i.e., α 7−→ τα. Furthermore, we denote by mτ
⋆ the Z[τ ]-module endomorphismof Im[I]⋆, given by α⋆ 7−→ (τα)⋆.Lemma 3.16. The map mτ

⋆ is ontrative with ontration onstant 1
τ ∈ (0, 1), i.e., theequality ‖mτ

⋆(α⋆)‖ = 1
τ ‖α⋆‖ holds for all α ∈ Im[I].Proof. Let α ∈ Im[I]. Observe that ‖mτ

⋆(α⋆)‖ = ‖(τα)⋆‖ = ‖τ ′α⋆‖ = 1
τ ‖α⋆‖. The observa-tion 1

τ = −1 + τ ∈ (0, 1) ompletes the proof. �Remark 3.17. In Lemma 3.16, we essentially made use of the fat that τ is a Pisot-Vijayaraghavan number (PV-number) of (full) degree 2 in Z[τ ]. In fat, sine τ ′ = −1/τ =
1 − τ , the PV-number τ is even a PV-unit. Consequently, the Z[τ ]-module endomorphisms
mτ and mτ

⋆ are atually Z[τ ]-module automorphisms.Although being almost invisible in this text, the following result plays a key role in thedisrete tomography of iosahedral model sets; ompare [19, Lemma 21℄ for a similar resultin ase of ylotomi model sets. Roughly speaking, it says that any iosahedral model set
Λico(t,W ) ontains suitably saled versions of any �nite subset of its underlying Z-module
Im[I].Lemma 3.18. Let t ∈ R3 and let Λico(t,W ) be an iosahedral model set. Then, for any �niteset F ⊂ Im[I], there is an expansive homothety h : R3 −→ R3 suh that h[F ] ⊂ Λico(t,W ).In partiular, if t = 0 and 0 ∈ int(W ), there is even a dilatation d : R3 −→ R3 suh that
d[F ] ⊂ Λico(t,W ).Proof. From int(W ) 6= ∅ and the denseness of Im[I]⋆ in R3, one gets the existene of a suitable
α0 ∈ Im[I] with α0

⋆ ∈ int(W ). Consider the open neighbourhood V := int(W )− α0
⋆ of 0 inR3. Next, onsider the map mτ

⋆ : Im[I]⋆ −→ Im[I]⋆. Sine, by Lemma 3.16, the map mτ
⋆ isontrative (in the sense whih was made preise in that lemma), the existene of a suitable

k ∈ N is implied suh that (
mτ

⋆
)k[

[F ]⋆
]
⊂ V .Hene, one has {

(τkα + α0)
⋆ |α ∈ F

}
⊂ int(W ) ⊂Wand, further, h[F ] ⊂ Λico(t,W ), where h : R3 −→ R3 is the expansive homothety given by

x 7−→ τkx + (α0 + t) .The additional statement follows immediately from the foregoing proof in onnetion with thetrivial observation that 0 ∈ Im[I] maps, under the star map .⋆, to 0 ∈ R3. This ompletes theproof. �As an easy appliation of Lemma 3.18, one obtains the following result on the set of
Λico(t,W )-diretions (resp., 1-dimensional Λico(t,W )-subspaes) for iosahedral model sets
Λico(t,W ).Lemma 3.19. Let Λico(t,W ) be an iosahedral model set. Then, one has:



12 C. HUCK(a) The set of Λico(t,W )-diretions is preisely the set of Im[I]-diretions.(b) The set of 1-dimensional Λico(t,W )-subspaes is preisely the set of 1-dimensional
Im[I]-subspaes.Proof. Let us start with (a). Sine one has Λico(t,W )− Λico(t,W ) ⊂ Im[I], every Λico(t,W )-diretion is an Im[I]-diretion. For the onverse, let u ∈ S2 be an Im[I]-diretion, say parallelto α ∈ Im[I] \{0}. By Lemma 3.18, there is a homothety h : R3 −→ R3 suh that h[{0, α}] ⊂

Λico(t,W ). It follows that h(α) − h(0) ∈ (Λico(t,W )− Λico(t,W )) \ {0}. Sine h(α) − h(0) isparallel to α, the assertion follows. Part (b) follows from similar arguments. �4. Disrete tomography4.1. Setting. For the disrete tomography of aperiodi model sets, one additional di�ulty,in omparison to the rystallographi ase, stems from the fat that it is not su�ient toonsider one pattern and its translates. Hene, to de�ne the analogue of a spei� rystal,one has to add all in�nite patterns that emerge as limits of sequenes of translates de�ned inthe loal topology (LT). Here, two patterns are ε-lose if, after a translation by a distane ofat most ε, they agree on a ball of radius 1/ε around the origin. If the starting pattern Λ isrystallographi, no new patterns are added; but if Λ is a generi aperiodi model set, one endsup with unountably many di�erent in�nite patterns, even up to translations! Nevertheless,all of them are loally indistinguishable (LI). This means that every �nite path in Λ alsoappears in any of the other elements of its LI-lass and vie versa; see [2℄ for details.Remark 4.1. The entire LI-lass of a regular, generi iosahedral model set Λico(t,W ) an beshown to onsist of all sets t+Λico(τ+W ), with t, τ ∈ R3 suh that bd(τ+W )∩Im[I]⋆ = ∅ (i.e.,
τ is in a generi position), and all patterns obtained as limits of sequenes t+Λico(τ +W ), withall τ in a generi position; see [2, 29℄. Eah suh limit is then a subset of some t+Λico(τ +W ),as cl(W ) was assumed ompat, but τ might not be in a generi position. In view of thisompliation, we must make sure that we deal with �nite subsets of generi iosahedral modelsets, i.e., subsets whose .⋆-image lies in the interior of the window. This restrition to thegeneri ase is the proper analogue of the restrition to perfet latties and their translates inthe rystallographi ase.The setting for the disrete tomography of iosahedral model sets looks as follows. Let W ⊂R3 be a window. Then, for the reonstrution problem, one is interested in the reonstrutionof �nite subsets of Ig(W )-sets from their X-rays in a small number of Im[I]-diretions; seeSetion 5 for details. Further, for the uniqueness problems, one is interested in the (suessive)determination of the set ⋃

Λ∈Ig(W )F(Λ) or suitable subsets thereof by the X-rays in a smallnumber of Im[I]-diretions.4.2. Pratial relevane. The above setting for the disrete tomography of iosahedralmodel sets is motivated by the pratie of quantitative HRTEM. To this end, note that,beause of the iosahedral symmetry of genuine iosahedral quasirystals, the determinationof the rotational orientation of a quasirystalline probe in an eletron mirosope an rathereasily be ahieved in the di�ration mode, prior to taking images in the high-resolution mode,though, in general, a natural hoie of a translational origin is not possible. The latter is due tothe fat that, in general, the X-ray information does not allow us to loate the examined sets.



DISCRETE TOMOGRAPHY OF ICOSAHEDRAL MODEL SETS 13Therefore, in order to prove pratially relevant and rigorous results, one has to deal with the`non-anhored' ase of the whole LI-lass of a regular, generi iosahedral model set Λ, ratherthan dealing with the `anhored' ase of a �xed suh Λ. It will turn out in the following thatthe treatment of the `non-anhored' ase is often feasible. Moreover, in Setion 6.3, we shalleven be able to provide positive uniqueness results for whih we an make sure that all the
Im[I]-diretions used orrespond to dense lines in the orresponding iosahedral model sets,the latter meaning that the resolution oming from these diretions is rather high. Hene, webelieve that these results look promising in view of real appliations.5. ComplexityAnalogous to the lattie ase [13, 14℄ and the ase of ylotomi model sets [3℄, the mainalgorithmi problems of the disrete tomography of iosahedral model sets look as follows.De�nition 5.1 (Consisteny, Reonstrution, and Uniqueness Problem). Let W ⊂ R3 bea window (f. De�nition 3.2). Further, let u1, . . . , um ∈ S2 be m ≥ 2 pairwise non-parallel
Im[I]-diretions. The orresponding onsisteny, reonstrution and uniqueness problems arede�ned as follows.Consisteny.Given funtions puj

: L2
uj
−→ N0, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, whose supports p−1

uj
[N] are�nite and satisfy supp(puj

) ⊂ LIm[I]
uj , deide whether there is a �nite set Fwhih is ontained in an Ig(W )-set and satis�es Xuj

F = puj
, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.Reonstrution.Given funtions puj

: L2
uj
−→ N0, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, whose supports p−1

uj
[N]are �nite and satisfy supp(puj

) ⊂ LIm[I]
uj , deide whether there exists a �nitesubset F of an Ig(W )-set that satis�es Xuj

F = puj
, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, and, if so,onstrut one suh F .Uniqueness.Given a �nite subset F of an Ig(W )-set, deide whether there is a di�erent�nite set F ′ that is also a subset of an Ig(W )-set and satis�es Xuj

F = Xuj
F ′,

j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.One has the following tratability result:Theorem 5.2. When restrited to two Im[I](τ,0,1)-diretions and polytopal windows, the prob-lems Consisteny, Reonstrution and Uniqueness as de�ned in De�nition 5.1 an besolved in polynomial time in the real RAM-model of omputation.Proof. See [20, Theorem 3.33℄. �Remark 5.3. As a warning, note that even in the `anhored' planar lattie ase Z2 theorresponding problems Consisteny, Reonstrution and Uniqueness are NP-hardfor three or more lattie diretions (i.e., Z2-diretions); see [13, 14℄.6. Uniqueness6.1. General uniqueness results. In this setion, we present some uniqueness results whihdeal with X-rays in arbitrary Im[I]-diretions. Our �rst uniqueness result even holds true in



14 C. HUCKthe ase of arbitrary Delone sets Λ ⊂ Rd, d ≥ 2, and a non-Λ-diretion u ∈ Sd−1; see [20,Proposition 2.1℄.Proposition 6.1. Let Λico(t,W ) be an iosahedral model set. Further, let u ∈ S2 be a non-
Im[I]-diretion. Then, the set F(Λico(t,W )) is determined by the single X-ray in diretion
u.Proof. This follows immediately from the fat that a line in 3-spae in a non-Im[I]-diretionpasses through at most one point of the translate t + Im[I] of Im[I]. �Remark 6.2. Sine there are only ountably in�nitely many Im[I]-diretions, the existene ofnon-Im[I]-diretions follows. However, in pratie (HRTEM), X-rays in non-Im[I]-diretionsare meaningless sine the resolution oming from suh X-rays would not be good enough toallow a quantitative analysis � neighbouring lines are not su�iently separated.The following result represents a fundamental soure of di�ulties in disrete tomography.There exist several versions; ompare [18, Theorem 4.3.1℄, [11, Lemma 2.3.2℄, [4, Proposition4.3℄ and [19, Proposition 8℄.Proposition 6.3. Let Λico(t,W ) be an iosahedral model set. Further, let U ⊂ S2 be anarbitrary, but �xed �nite set of pairwise non-parallel Im[I]-diretions. Then, F(Λico(t,W )) isnot determined by the X-rays in the diretions of U .Proof. We argue by indution on card(U). The ase card(U) = 0 means U = ∅ and is obvious.Suppose the assertion to be true whenever card(U) = k ∈ N0 and let card(U) = k + 1. Byindution hypothesis, there are di�erent elements F and F ′ of F(Λico(t,W )) with the same
X-rays in the diretions of U ′, where U ′ ⊂ U satis�es card(U ′) = k. Let u be the remainingdiretion of U . Choose a non-zero element α ∈ Im[I] parallel to u suh that α + (F ∪ F ′)and F ∪ F ′ are disjoint. Then, F ′′ := F ∪ (α + F ′) and F ′′′ := F ′ ∪ (α + F ) are di�erentelements of F(t + Im[I]) with the same X-rays in the diretions of U . By Lemma 3.18, thereis a homothety h : R3 −→ R3 suh that h[F ′′ ∪ F ′′′] = h[F ′′] ∪ h[F ′′′] ⊂ Λico(t,W ). It followsthat h[F ′′] and h[F ′′′] are di�erent elements of F(Λico(t,W )) with the same X-rays in thediretions of U ; see Lemma 2.8(b). �Remark 6.4. An analysis of the proof of Proposition 6.3 shows that, for any �nite set
U ⊂ S2 of k pairwise non-parallel Im[I]-diretions, there are disjoint elements F and F ′ of
F(Λico(t,W )) with card(F ) = card(F ′) = 2(k−1) and with the same X-rays in the diretionsof U . Consider any bounded subset B of R3 whih ontains F and F ′ from above. Then, thesubsets F1 := (B ∩ Λico(t,W )) \ F and F2 := (B ∩Λico(t,W )) \ F ′ of F(Λico(t,W )) also havethe same X-rays in the diretions of U . Whereas the points in F and F ′ are widely dispersedover a region, those in F1 and F2 are ontiguous in a way similar to atoms in a quasirystal;ompare [13, Remark 4.3.2℄ and [19, Remark 32 and Figure 5℄.The proof of the following result an be the same as that of [18, Theorem 4.3.3℄. Originally,the proof is due to Rényi; see [27℄. For larity, we prefer to repeat the details here, in a slightlymodi�ed way.Proposition 6.5. Let Λico(t,W ) be an iosahedral model set. Further, let U ⊂ S2 be anyset of k + 1 pairwise non-parallel Im[I]-diretions where k ∈ N0. Then, F≤k(Λico(t,W )) is



DISCRETE TOMOGRAPHY OF ICOSAHEDRAL MODEL SETS 15determined by the X-rays in the diretions of U . Moreover, for all F ∈ F≤k(Λico(t,W )), onehas GF
U = F .Proof. Let F,F ′ ∈ F≤k(Λico(t,W )) have the same X-rays in the diretions of U . Then, onehas card(F ) = card(F ′) by Lemma 2.2(a) and

F,F ′ ⊂ GU
Fby Lemma 2.4. But we have GU

F = F sine the existene of a point in GU
F \ F implies theexistene of at least card(U) ≥ k + 1 points in F , a ontradition. It follows that F = F ′. �Remark 6.6. Let Λico(t,W ) be an iosahedral model set. Remark 6.4 and Proposition 6.5show that F≤k(Λico(t,W )) an be determined by the X-rays in any set of k + 1 pairwisenon-parallel Im[I]-diretions but not by 1 + ⌊log2 k⌋ pairwise non-parallel X-rays in Im[I]-diretions. However, in pratie, one is interested in the determination of �nite sets by X-raysin a small number of diretions sine after about 3 to 5 images taken by HRTEM, the objetmay be damaged or even destroyed by the radiation energy. Observing that the typial atomistrutures to be determined omprise about 106 to 109 atoms, one realizes that the last resultis not pratial at all.6.2. Determination of subsets of iosahedral model sets with uniformly boundeddiameter by X-rays or projetions. As it was the ase in Setion 6.1, the next result alsodeals with X-rays in arbitrary Im[I]-diretions (resp., projetions on orthogonal omplementsof arbitrary 1-dimensional Im[I]-subspaes). Note that Theorem 6.7 extends to the ase ofarbitrary Delone sets Λ ⊂ Rd of �nite loal omplexity and Λ-diretions, where d ≥ 2; see [20,Theorem 2.8℄.Theorem 6.7. Let Λico(t,W ) be an iosahedral model set and let R > 0. Then, one has:(a) The set D<R(Λico(t,W )) is determined by two X-rays in Im[I]-diretions.(b) The set D<R(Λico(t,W )) is determined by two projetions on orthogonal omplementsof 1-dimensional Im[I]-subspaes.Proof. This follows immediately from [19, Corollary 10℄ in onjuntion with Lemma 3.19. �Remark 6.8. Clearly, Theorem 6.7 is optimal with respet to the number of X-rays (resp.,projetions) used.In ontrast to the foregoing uniqueness results, from now on, we use the results from Se-tion 3.2 on the `slies'

Φ
[(

Λico(t,W ) ∩
(
λ + H(τ,0,1)

))
− λ

]
, λ ∈ Λico(t,W ) ,of iosahedral model sets in order to lift the results from [19℄ to the ase of iosahedral modelsets. The following result then follows from a areful analysis of the proof of [19, Theorem21℄.Theorem 6.9. For all windows W ⊂ R3 and for all R > 0, one has:(a) The set ⋃

Λ∈Ig(W )D<R(Λ) is determined by three X-rays in Im[I](τ,0,1)-diretions.(b) The set ⋃
Λ∈Ig(W )D<R(Λ) is determined by three projetions on orthogonal omple-ments of 1-dimensional Im[I](τ,0,1)-subspaes. �



16 C. HUCKRemark 6.10. Unfortunately, Theorem 6.7 and Theorem 6.9 are limited in pratie beause,in general, one annot guarantee that all the diretions whih are used yield HRTEM imagesof high enough resolution.6.3. Determination of onvex subsets of iosahedral model sets by X-rays.Remark 6.11. Note that, for a onvex subset C of an iosahedral model set Λico(t,W ), theintersetions C∩(λ+H(τ,0,1)), λ ∈ Λico(t,W ), are onvex subsets of Λico(t,W )∩(λ+H(τ,0,1)),i.e., they satisfy
conv

(
C ∩

(
λ + H(τ,0,1)

))
∩

(
Λico(t,W ) ∩

(
λ + H(τ,0,1)

))
= C ∩

(
λ + H(τ,0,1)

)
.Theorem 6.12. There is a set U ⊂ S2 of four Im[I](τ,0,1)-diretions suh that, for all iosahe-dral model sets Λico(t,W ), the set C(Λico(t,W )) is determined by the X-rays in the diretionsof U .Proof. By Remark 6.11 and the results from Setion 3.2, this follows immediately from [19,Theorem 16℄. For an example, it was shown in [19, Example 3℄ that the onvex subsets ofylotomi model sets with underlying Z-module Z[ζ5] are determined by the X-rays in theZ[ζ5]-diretions given by

U5 := {u(1+τ)+ζ5 , u(τ−1)+ζ5 , u−τ+ζ5 , u2τ−ζ5} ⊂ S1 .Consequently, the onvex subsets of iosahedral model sets Λico(t,W ) are determined by the
X-rays in the Im[I](τ,0,1)-diretions given by
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}
.This ompletes the proof. �Remark 6.13. The proof of Theorem 6.12 shows that the result even extends to the set ofsubsets C of iosahedral model sets Λico(t,W ) that are only H(τ,0,1)-onvex, the latter meaningthat, for all λ ∈ Λico(t,W ), the sets C ∩ (λ + H(τ,0,1)) are onvex subsets of Λico(t,W ) ∩ (λ +

H(τ,0,1)). Sine, by the work of Pleasants [25℄, the Z[ζ5]-diretions from the set U5 (as de�nedin the proof of Theorem 6.12) are well suited in order to yield dense lines in ylotomi modelsets with underlying Z-module Z[ζ5], it follows from the results of Setion 3.1 that the setof Im[I](τ,0,1)-diretions Uico := Φ−1[U5] is well suited in order to yield dense lines in theorresponding slies of iosahedral model sets Λico(t,W ), i.e., sets of the form
Λico(t,W ) ∩

(
λ + H(τ,0,1)

)
, λ ∈ Λico(t,W ) .(7)In fat, these diretions even yield dense lines in iosahedral model sets as a whole; see [25℄again. In partiular, neighbouring slies of the form (7) are densely oupied and henewell separated. Consequently, neighbouring lines in any of the diretions of Uico that meetat least one point of a �xed iosahedral model set Λico(t,W ) are su�iently separated. Itfollows that, in the pratie of quantitative HRTEM, the resolution oming from the abovediretions is likely to be rather high, whih makes Theorem 6.12 look promising. Moreover,in an approximative sense, Theorem 6.12 even holds in the `non-anhored' ase for regulargeneri iosahedral model sets, i.e., the sets of the form ⋃

Λ∈Ig(W ) C(Λ) are approximatelydetermined by the X-rays in four presribed Im[I](τ,0,1)-diretions (e.g., by the X-rays in thediretions of Uico as de�ned above).



DISCRETE TOMOGRAPHY OF ICOSAHEDRAL MODEL SETS 176.4. Suessive determination of �nite subsets of iosahedral model sets by X-raysor projetions. Here, we present results on the suessive determination of �nite subsets(not neessarily onvex sets) of iosahedral model sets. Reall that the interative tehniqueof suessive determination allows us to use the information from previous X-rays in deidingon the diretion for the next X-ray. Using the results from Setion 3.2, a areful analysis ofthe proof of [19, Corollary 15℄ (resp., [19, Corollary 16℄) immediately gives the following twoimpliations.Theorem 6.14. Let Λico(t,W ) be an iosahedral model set. Then, one has:(a) The set F(Λico(t,W )) is suessively determined by two X-rays in Im[I](τ,0,1)-diretions.(b) The set F(Λico(t,W )) is suessively determined by two projetions on orthogonal om-plements of 1-dimensional Im[I](τ,0,1)-subspaes. �Remark 6.15. Clearly, Theorem 6.14 is optimal with respet to the number of X-rays (resp.,projetions) used.Theorem 6.16. For all windows W ⊂ R3 and for all R > 0, one has:(a) The set ⋃
Λ∈Ig(W )F(Λ) is suessively determined by three X-rays in Im[I](τ,0,1)-diretions.(b) The set ⋃

Λ∈Ig(W )F(Λ) is suessively determined by three projetions on orthogonalomplements of 1-dimensional Im[I](τ,0,1)-subspaes. �Remark 6.17. Unfortunately, as it was the ase in Setion 6.2, Theorems 6.14 and 6.16 areagain limited in pratie beause, in general, one annot guarantee that all the diretionswhih are used yield HRTEM images of high enough resolution.7. OutlookAlthough our results give satisfying answers to the basi problems problems of disretetomography of iosahedral model sets, there is still a lot to do to reate a tool that is as satis-fatory for the appliation in materials siene as is omputerized tomography in its medialor other appliations. First, sine iosahedral model sets based on the fae entred iosahdralmodule MF of quasirystallography (as de�ned in Setion 3.1) often our in pratie, it isdesirable to extend the above results also to these ases. Seondly, we believe that it is aninteresting problem to haraterize the sets of Im[I]-diretions in general position having theproperty that, for all iosahedral model sets Λ, the set C(Λ) is determined by the X-rays inthese diretions; ompare also [11, Problems 2.1 and 2.3℄). Finally, it would be interesting tohave experimental tests in order to see how well the above algorithmi and uniqueness resultswork in pratie. Sine there is always some noise involved when physial measurements aretaken, the latter also requires the ability to work with impreise data whih, in the ase ofthe onsisteny or reonstrution problem, an be be one reason for inonsisteny. In otherwords, it is neessary to study stability and instability results in the disrete tomography ofiosahedral model sets in the future.
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